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Get great tech advice delivered to your inbox.Keep your family productive, connected, entertained,
and safe.Please enter a valid email. Click the Smiley-face button at the bottom of the keyboard to
open the emoji menu. The & and ; ensure that you won't replace a real word by accident. MESSAGES
LOG IN Log in Facebook Google Civic wikiHow Account No account yet? Create an account EXPLORE
Community DashboardRandom ArticleAbout UsCategoriesRecent Changes HELP US Write an
ArticleRequest a New ArticleAnswer a RequestMore Ideas. 5 Compose the rest of your comment and
press Enter. "Western" emoticons rose from early chat services such as IRC and AOL, primarily in
North American and European countries. Tap the Facebook app icon, which resembles a white "f" on
a dark-blue background, to open the News Feed if you're already logged in. 2 Browse through the
preloaded faces. About This Article How helpful is this? Co-authors: 194 Updated: Views:3,917,586
Quick Tips Related ArticlesHow to Read SmileysHow to Make a Degree SymbolHow to Make Symbols
on a MacHow to Make the Heart Symbol Using a Computer . .. A common trick is to use HTML-style
tags as the phrase. Most Western emoticons rely on : to be the "eyes", though other characters can
be substituted depending on the circumstances. Emoji symbols are added by selecting the specific
symbol you want instead of typing a set of characters. On some Android phones, you can tap and
hold the microphone icon and then select the emoji keyboard in the pop-up menu. Ask a Question
200 characters left Include your email address to get a message when this question is answered. 5 In
the "Step Two" field, enter the phrase that you want to act as the shortcut. If you're writing a status,
you'll instead click the blue Post button. This places the sticker package icon in the Sticker window of
your comment field for easy access.When you want to use any of the emoticons in the package, you
can select them right from the comment sticker window. If you decide later you don't want that
package in your comment sticker window, just click the plus sign to return to the Sticker Store,
where you can remove it.The emoticons in thesticker window and the Sticker Store are available for
comments, status posts and photo comments.How Emoticon Code Works in Facebook
CommentsOnce upon a time, if you wanted to use an emoticon on Facebook, you had to know the
text code for each smiley or emoticon you wanted to use. Uh oh! Something went wrong.Not Found.
Flag as. How helpful is this? Co-authors: 16 Updated: Views:453,914 Quick Tips Related ArticlesHow
to Make Smileys on Facebook ChatHow to Make EmoticonsHow to Make Different SmiliesHow to
Make a Heart on Facebook . Thanks for helping us achieve our mission of helping everyone learn how
to do anything. When you type the familiar code :-) in the comment field, you will see the graphical
smiley face when you post the comment.Emoticon Name Followed by CodeFacebook supports the
code for many of the most popular emoticons in use on the internet. Part 5 Creating Shortcuts (Mac)
1 Click the Apple Menu and select "System Preferences". e("?") Popular Pages List of Facebook
Emoticons New Facebook Emoticons Text Art for Facebook Emoji Art for Facebook Animated Emoji
Popular Pages Talking Smileys Skype Emoticons Stylish Fonts Facebook Statuses Love Quotes Like
Us On Facebook Symbols & Emoticons 2011-2017 Privacy Policy Feed Sources Contact: admin
symbols-n-emoticons.com Emoticons on Google+ . To do so: iPhone - Tap the smiley-face icon in the
bottom-left corner of the keyboard. and throughout the world with essential medical resources to
effectively treat and care for patients without regard to politics, religion, or ability to pay. Recognized
by Charity Navigator and Forbes for its efficiency, Direct Relief equips health professionals in the U.S.
Then, find the upright smiley of your choice in the menu. Search Search the site GO . In addition to
the stock emoticons that are available to you when you post your status, the comments field gives
you access to stickers on a huge range of topics that work just like emoticons.What Are Facebook
Smileys, Emoticons, Emoji and Stickers?Smileys, emoticons, emoji and stickers are terms most
people use interchangeably to refer to the tiny graphics that are ubiquitous on the internet. Follow
Us Facebook How To Fix Buy Do More About Us Advertise Privacy Policy Careers Contact Terms of
Use . If you find yourself using a complex emoticon such as an Eastern emoticon often, you may find
it easier to create a shortcut for it so you don't have to always track down one to copy and paste or
hunt for characters. MESSAGES LOG IN Log in Facebook Google Civic wikiHow Account No account
yet? Create an account EXPLORE Community DashboardRandom ArticleAbout UsCategoriesRecent
Changes HELP US Write an ArticleRequest a New ArticleAnswer a RequestMore Ideas. Click below to
let us know you read this article, and wikiHow will donate to Direct Relief on your behalf. Home
Categories Computers and Electronics Internet Website Application Instructions Social Networking
Facebook ArticleEditDiscuss Community Tested How to Make Emoticons on Facebook Two
Methods:On MobileOn DesktopCommunity Q&A This wikiHow teaches you how to add emoticons to
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